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EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS
Via della Croce Coperta,15 - 40128 Bologna - Italy

Tel.+39 051.4192.611 - Fax +39 051.4192.602

WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTERS
8100 AMF Drive - Mechanicsville, VA 23111 - USA
Tel. (804)  569-1000 - Fax: (804) 559-8650 - Toll free 1-866-460-QAMF (7263)

www.qubicaamf.com -  info@qubicaamf.com
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You have three can’t-miss choices in durable, high-scoring,
entertaining synthetic lanes from QubicaAMF. HPL Lanes are
the highest-scoring premium lane for the ultimate in
performance. SPL Lanes provide value in a sport and
entertainment lane. MAD Lanes give your customers the
most entertaining, glow-in-the-dark fun in bowling with their
eye-popping, unique designs.

Whichever your choice, your center will have incredibly long-
wearing synthetic lanes that perform consistently day in and
day out. The first time a customer bowls on one of these
lanes will be a memorable experience – and one they’ll want
to return for again and again.

From lanes to pinspotters, scoring and entertainment systems
to ball returns, QubicaAMF has what you need to outfit your
new center or upgrade your existing one. And it all comes
with the support you’d expect from the leader in the industry.
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EYE-POPPING DESIGNS
in an entertainment lane.

SOLID VALUE
in a sport lane.

QubicaAMF

THE HIGHEST SCORING
PREMIUM LANE.

GIVES YOU CHOICES.
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QubicaAMF HPL Lanes are the highest scoring premium
lanes in the industry, period. In fact, nearly times as many
300 games were bowled in the ABC Tournament when HPL
lanes were used – the highest in ABC Tournament history.
HPL Lanes look like natural wood and provide the explosive
power that consistently rewards bowlers with high scores.
These high-pressure laminate lanes offer distinct maintenance
advantages, too. When you and your customers want the
ultimate in lane performance, QubicaAMF HPL Lanes are
the only choice.

• Shock-absorbing resincore construction reduces ball bounce and
sounds the most like real wood

• Brush finish creates lower surface tension to keep oil in place.

• Thick, high-density pin deck provides explosive pin action for higher
scores

• The look of natural maple wood grain

• Alternating light and dark board pattern helps bowlers find their
target

• Incredibly high wear resistance means a long, trouble-free lifespan

• Laminate requires no resurfacing, greatly reducing maintenance
costs

• Five-foot wide seamless approach and 12-foot panels

• Optional Glow Track option adds colorful excitement when you turn
on the black lights

• Precision installation available

• The perfect complement to our new UltraSlide synthetic approach

HPL
THE HIGHEST

IN THE INDUSTRY
PREMIUM LANES

SCORING

QubicaAMF uses GREENGUARD Certified
laminates which are scientifically tested
to the GREENGUARD Standards for Low
Emitting Products, significantly reducing
levels of indoor air pollution. 

Record-setting HPL Lanes keep your leagues and open play
bowlers coming back for higher scores again and again.

Lanes Installed Non QubicaAMF HPL Lanes &
Pins Used Non QubicaAMF AMFLite II Pins 

Average # of Games Bowled Average # of Games Bowled
% Increase

300 Games 16.0 46.8 293%

299 Games 7.9 17.7 224%

298 Games 4.4 9.7 221%

ABC TOURNAMENT RESULTS
1989-2005

Tournament
Record Year Location Lanes Installed Pins Used

300 Games 64 2002 Billings HPL Lanes AMFLite II Pins

299 Games 24 1996 Salt Lake HPL Lanes AMFLite II Pins

298 Games 14 1996 Salt Lake HPL Lanes AMFLite II Pins

800 Series 10 2002 Billings HPL Lanes AMFLite II Pins

Team Event 3,537 1993 Tulsa HPL Lanes AMFLite II Pins

Doubles 1,540 2003 Knoxville HPL Lanes AMFLite II Pins

All Events 2,279 2002 Billings HPL Lanes AMFLite II Pins

ABC   TOURNAMENT  RECORDS

CUSTOMERS
how their scores ADD UP.

YOU’LL LIKE how you
ADD CUSTOMERS.

will like
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If you’re looking for great scoring lanes that are also a great
value for the money, your can narrow your choices down to
one: SPL Lanes from QubicaAMF. SPL lanes have the same
great look as our premium HPL lanes – and the same explosive
pindeck as well. In fact, most of the outstanding features of
our famous HPL lanes come with SPL lanes.

• The same look of natural maple wood lanes, but in a solid phenolic
• Brush finish, unique to QubicaAMF, creates lower surface tension

to hold oil in place
• Thick, high density pin deck provides explosive action
• Alternating light & dark board pattern helps bowlers find their

target
• Glow Track option adds colorful excitement when you turn on

the black lights
• Laminate requires no resurfacing, greatly reducing maintenance

costs
• Five foot wide seamless approach and 12 foot panels
• Outstanding wear resistance—every bit the equal of the

competition’s best
• The perfect complement to our new UltraSlide synthetic approach

FROM A TECHNICAL STANDPOINT,
SPL LANES HAVE
EVERY POINT IN THEIR FAVOR.

• SOLID CONSTRUCTION
SPL Lanes are 3/8” solid phenolic. SPL solid construction
wears better and the brush finish holds oil better than
other solid phenolic lanes.

• SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS
SPL Lanes come at considerable cost savings to other
solid phenolic lanes, engineered to deliver durable, long-
term value.

SPL
THE PERFECT BALANCE

AND ENTERTAINMENT
BETWEEN SPORT

QubicaAMF uses GREENGUARD Certified
laminates which are scientifically tested
to the GREENGUARD Standards for Low
Emitting Products, significantly reducing
levels of indoor air pollution. 
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UltraSlide, the smoothest sliding, most durable synthetic
approach for today’s entertainment and sport facilities. An
affordable alternative to wood, UltraSlide delivers big in a
number of important ways:

• Provides a consistent slide across its entire surface

• Has a textured surface with a similar roughness to wood – and
twice as close to wood as the nearest competing synthetic
approach

• Was developed in conjunction with a specialist in surface
technology, using scientific analysis

• Is without question the best synthetic match to real wood in
the industry

• Now standard with HPL and SPL ordered with approach

• Also available as an approach upgrade to go with your existing
HPL or SPL Lanes
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I just wanted to drop you a note and let you know how happy we are with
our new Ultraslide Approaches.  In my 30+ years of traveling all around the
world as a bowler and instructor, I never thought that a synthetic approach
could play like a wood approach.  The new Ultraslide Approach has proven
me wrong.  It is amazing!!!

I have been overwhelmed lately with customers expressing their appreciation,
approval, and enjoyment after bowling on these approaches.  Men, women,
kids, seniors, low-average, high-average, the comments are all the
same….EVERYONE LOVES THEM!!!

Besides being absolutely beautiful and easy to maintain, our customers have
all said the same thing, the Ultraslide Approach behaves JUST LIKE WOOD!
 The slide is true and smooth.  The ‘uncertainty’ of the slide of our old
approaches has been eliminated.  As an added benefit, I believe the high-
scoring potential of HPL has somehow been improved, as many of our high-
skilled players (including current Team USA members, current PBA members,
and a past QubicaAMF Bowling World Cup champion) have indicated that
the improved footing and slide has actually improved their scores.  Two days
after the install, we have seen the new season high and several 300 games,
without any other change in the center, other than the approaches.

I wholeheartedly believe that a new standard in lane surfaces has been
created by the Ultraslide Approach.  This approach will become

the standard that all other synthetic approaches are judged
against.  Kudos to you and your staff in their development!

Thank you for assisting us in our quest to provide the best
bowling experience possible for our customers.

John Losito,
Proprietor

Sun Valley Lanes
Lincoln, NE

ULTRASLIDE
APPROACH
THE ULTRASLIDE APPROACH

YOU AND YOUR CUSTOMERS WANT
IT’S EVERYTHING
IN A SYNTHETIC APPROACH,

           AND MORE.

OF CUSTOMER APPRECIATION
A TRUE STORY
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MAD Lanes deliver an unforgettable glow-in-the-dark bowling
experience that your customers will find incredible, then
return again and again to enjoy. Their unique, eye-popping
look comes in two stunning designs that dramatically increase
the entertainment value of your center’s Xtreme bowling
experience.
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GET CREATIVE
 WITH MAD LANES,

THE BIGGEST “WOW”
EXPERIENCE

IN BOWLING UNDER
BLACK LIGHTS.

MAD Lanes Highway Design
Imagine your crowd in on Saturday night when you switch the lighting
system over to UV to reveal these dazzling highway markings. Not only
are they super fun to bowl on, they provide visual reference points for
a player’s ball delivery.

MAD Lanes Spider Design
Bowling just doesn’t get any crazier than glow-in-the-dark lanes in the
design of spider webs. These bright designs will grab the enthusiasm of
all your guests. Want to up that enthusiasm even more? Install highway
and spider designs on alternating pairs for a totally way-out-there look
under black lights.

The look of a
TRADITIONAL LANE

under normal lighting

Under normal light, MAD Lanes synthetic
surface looks just like natural wood lanes
with all regulation markings.
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UPGRADE
YOUR LANES

EVEN FURTHER

LIGHTED CAPPING
Customers love the bright excitement QubicaAMF Xtreme lighted
capping brings to the game. You’ll love their durability and ease of
maintenance.

• Unbreakable, low-voltage and safe LEDs with 15 year life
• Easy to use controller
• A glow–in–the–dark mounting extrusion that easily fits your capping
• 16 patterns race both across and up & down the lanes
•  Simple front desk controller

PIT LIGHTS
QubicaAMF dual pit lights are the most reliable way to enter the
Xtreme game. These durable, rugged lights make it easier on you.

• Switch from white to black light and back automatically from front desk
• Light deck with invisible infrared light which scoring camera detects
• Prevent miss-scores due to black-lights or fog
• Bulbs, wiring and front desk switch all included
• Available in 36" for QubicaAMF machines and 48" for Brunswick machines

DURABOWL BUMPERS
AND GUTTERS
It’s the best bumper in the industry. That’s because QubicaAMF’s
DuraBowl bumpers can more than stand up to kids thanks to their
high-tech resin and durable construction. Install DuraBowl bumpers
and you’ll make the most of the bumper-bowling market from
birthday parties, day-care specials and family events year after
profitable year. DuraBowl bumpers deliver all the features you have
to have.

• Stronger rails
• Automatic and manual models
• DuraBowl colored rails upgrade to clear replacement rails for Xtreme lighting
•Xtreme lighting options work with bumpers up or down
• Won’t interfere with lane maintenance equipment
• Avaialble for tenpin and small ball

RADARAY

QubicaAMF’s Radaray Plus and Radaray XLi are the world’s most
trouble-free, cost-effective foul detectors. Both Radaray models are
low power users, so they save you money. And both have the features
you want and need.

• Install easily on top of the approach and align quickly.
• Unit covers include LED foul indicators.
• Are not sensitive to ambient light or dust particles, eliminating false triggers.
• Are virtually maintenance free.
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MAKE

IMPROVEMENTS
END-TO-END
WITH QubicaAMF

MASKING

You can transform the entire feel of your center overnight with new
glow-in-the-dark MASQ panels from QubicaAMF and turn the end
of your lanes into a focal point your customers will appreciate. They
install easily. And their modular design makes upgrading a snap.
Add a simple Back-Lit Illumination Kit and enhance the eye-popping
colors and themes even further. Add the Curvature Upper Tier to
create a smoothly curving surface connecting the tops of masking
panels with the ceiling. Optional Spectrum LED lighting, controlled
by your front desk, allows you to change the lighting colors from
eight different patterns.

BALL RETURNS

OPTIONS
BALL RETURNS
have the exact same features as Profile Ball Returns with one
distinct difference: a five-inch higher rack for easier ball retrieval.
In addition the Options Lift is the only lift in the industry with
its motor and control box above the lane level for easier access
and maintenance.

PROFILE
BALL RETURNS
have glow–in–the–dark hoods and complement all QubicaAMF
furniture while bringing your center these noteworthy features.
• Smartpath™ distribution guarantees alternate lef t/right return
• Glow-rail rack stores 11 balls; upgrade rack stores 15
• Strong power-lif t motor lif ts up to f ive balls simultaneously
• Has a strong, hard cover for increased durability
• Available as a complete unit or as a hood and rack conversion.
• Optional lower rack holds an additional 10 balls.

OPTIONS
BALL RETURNS

PROFILE
BALL RETURNS


